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Introduction
It is well known by many EME operators and also microwave engineers that the central area
of a prime focus parabolic dish antenna reflects energy back into the feed. Depending on the
dish size, the f/D, and the type of feed, the results vary from minimal to very significantly
affecting either the port match or port to port isolation of dual polarization feeds. We had
previously published a methodology of accurately simulating the 23cm band round septum
feed [1,2] and very careful measurements confirmed the simulations. We then published a
study on simulation and measurements of this same feed placed at the prime focus of a 12
foot dish [3]. This previous article concentrated more on the method of simulating such a
huge structure. In this article we will go into more details about the impact of the reflections.
1. Impedance match (S11, S22) and port – to – port (S12, S21) isolation of parabolic
reflector antennas configured with a prime-focus feed
Even in the 1940s, the microwave engineers at the MIT Rad Lab knew about the potential
effects of the reflections from a dish back into the prime focus feed. In reflector antennas
configured with a prime-focus feed, problems may arise with impedance match due to
reflection from the center of the reflector. This problem must be taken into account especially
in electrically small antennas where the prime focus feed is located relatively close to the
reflector. Silver wrote about this in volume 12 of the Rad Lab Series. According to Silver [4],
the reflection coefficient may be calculated by the equation:

Γr =

Gλ − j (2 kf )
e
4πf

(1)

From (1), the magnitude of reflection coefficient is then given by formula:
Γr = Gλ 4 π f

Where: G is feed gain
λ is wavelength
f is focal length
k = 2π/λ

(2)

Let us now study the effect of reflection coefficient effect on a circular polarized feed in more
detail. Definitions of the significant parameters are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Parameters definition
Since the ideal septum polarizer feed is a symmetrical structure, we can consider the
simulated S parameters as equal: i.e. S11= S22 and S12 = S21 for further analysis. The model
of the feed in the simulation is fully symmetrical and does not represent the fact that the
actual feed has two different types of RF connectors. The receive port is fitted with a type N
and the transmit port has a DIN 7-16. Measurements of the feed show this non-symmetrical
difference. The reflection from the dish for feeds intended for circular polarization change
their sense of polarization and therefore impedance match problems are usually diminished.
However, if both polarizations in the same feed are used, then port-to-port isolation will be
affected by the reflection. Since the power level of the reflection is a function of the distance
from the reflector to the feed, both the size of the dish and also the f/D will affect the degree
of disturbance. Fig.2 shows the dependence of the magnitude of reflection coefficient on focal
length and feed gain.

Figure 2 The Magnitude of Reflection Coefficient vs Feed Gain and Focal Length on the
23cm band
We will now show the illumination of the reflector with various f/D ratios to achieve 10 dB
edge taper for all cases. The radiation pattern may be approximated [5] by the function:
U(θ ) = cos 2 N θ for θ ≤ π / 2

(3)

The feed directivity can be calculated based on the cos 2 N θ function
N=

− Lvl (dB)
20 log (cosψ 0 )

(4)

where Lvl is the edge illumination level
ψ 0 is the dish half subtended angle
Directivity of the feed:
D = 2(2 N + 1)

(5)

and Gain: G = η D

(6)

where

η is the feed efficiency; we will consider 100%

then G = D

(7)

Figure 3 evaluates the dependence of the magnitude of reflection coefficient on the dish
diameter for various f/D dish ratios to achieve the best (maximum power gain) antenna
performance. The feed radiation pattern for this graph is calculated based on the cos 2 N θ
function.

Figure 3 The Magnitude of Reflection Coefficient for various f/D ratios and dish diameters.
From Figure 3, it is apparent that the effect on the magnitude of reflection coefficient
increases faster for shallow dishes with higher f/D ratios than for deep dishes. This is caused
by the feed gain increasing exponentially compared to the focal length.
A more detailed study of the relationship between the reflection coefficients and the S21
parameter of a septum feed is shown in Figure 4

Figure 4. The energy distribution of a septum feed.

It is important to note that there are two causes for the reflection of power back into the feed.
One is caused by the reflection from the dish. The second reason is the reflection due to the
impedance mismatch at the mouth of the feed between the waveguide structure with its
characteristic impedance - Zfeed and the impedance of free space Zo = 377Ω . That is the
reason why feeds with smaller aperture diameters may not achieve good port-to-port isolation.
Additionally, when a choke ring is used on the feed, its type, size, and position may affect the
S21 parameters. The reflection coefficient of the resulting impedance mismatch can be
calculated from formula:

Γ feed =

Z 0 − Z feed
Z 0 + Z feed

(8)

where Z 0 is impedance of free space

Z feed is the characteristic impedance of the septum feed’s waveguide structure
If one wants a very accurate analytical solution of the S21 parameters of the entire antenna
structure, then you must perform a cascaded network analysis, where all factors such as
coaxial-to-waveguide transition, septum parameters and waveguides parameters are
represented in the cascade. However when the port-to-port isolation of the feed alone is high,
we can greatly simplify with the following formula:
S 21 ≈ Γr

(9)

Note, that equations (1 and 8) are complex numbers; therefore it is possible to improve an
actual feed’s port-to-port isolation by slightly moving the feed in or out from the focal point.
This adjustment will introduce unwanted defocusing losses caused by under or over
illumination and also increased sidelobes. Therefore it is best that the feed alone should have
a good port-to-port isolation.
Also note that this applies to all two port feeds including Square feeds, IMU, and VE4MA
feeds. We will discuss this topic later in the article.
2. Review of the Simulation and Measurement Methods Used
The software used for simulation was CST Microwave Studio 2009 [6]. The computer had
two Xeon processors with eight cores and 64 GB of memory. We decided to use the transient
solver (T–solver) since we had verified accuracy from previous projects [1,2]. Clearly, trying
to accomplish a Transient Solver simulation of a very large structure could require too many
mesh cells to simulate without a cluster of supercomputers running in parallel. So we first
experimented with a hypothetical 10 lambda dish to determine how we needed to apply subgridding to obtain accurate results with the least number of meshcells. We ran five successful
simulations of the feed plus the hypothetical 10 lambda dish. Some required 11 days even
with eight processor cores. Because this feed produces circular polarization, it was not
possible to utilize symmetry planes to reduce the simulation time. After we determined how
to mesh this problem we proceeded with the simulation using an actual dish.

The author (WA6KBL) had only one intermediate sized dish available to him that had a high
accuracy surface and no damage to the surface. This was approximately 12 feet in diameter
and made of spun aluminum. Actual measurements are 357cm and f/d = 0.375. Our
simulation problem was compounded by the fact that the round septum feed structure file was
imported from another 3D CAD program as a SAT file and this file contained some rather
small features and some discrepancies between physical interfaces.
4. Simulation Results with the Real Dish
When we first tried to simulate this with the same feed model as used previously, the number
of mesh cells was over 500 million and the amount of memory in the computer was
insufficient to run this. We decided to simplify the feed model by eliminating the coaxial
ports. Instead of modeling the two ports as fine coaxial structures, we placed waveguide ports
on the rear of the simulation model of the feed. This reduced the number of meshcells to a
manageable size: 142,027,280 mesh cells. The simulation time was still more than 48 hours.
The simulation results shown in Figures 5 and 6 are using a modified feed model with two
waveguide ports.
As we will see in the comparison with measured data, the S11 is only very accurate at the
design center frequency. This is because we are comparing a simulation of a waveguide port
with a measurement of a coaxial port with a probe and connector. The S21, which is the port
to port isolation, is accurate over the entire range because it is not dependant on the port but is
a measure of the fields created by the stepped septum.

Figure 5 · Simulation of S11 (RL) of the feed with a 12 foot dish

Figure 6 ·Simulation of S21 (isolation) of the feed with a 12 foot dish

5. Measurements with an Actual Reflector
The next step was to set up a measurement system of the feed and the real 12 ft dish. The dish
was placed on level flat pavement facing up towards the sky to avoid reflections from nearby
objects. A custom structure made entirely of thin wood was designed and built by Jim Moss
(N9JIM). See Figure 7. This structure held the feed vertically in a cage yet allowed it to slide
up and down so the distance to the dish surface could be adjusted. The feed was held by a
rope with a pulley so this adjustment could be done while the entire structure was placed over
the dish.

Figure 7 · Construction of the feed support structure by N9JIM
In Figure 7 you can see the cloth measuring tape hanging from the feed. The measuring tape
was very flexible and it was at least six feet from the author which made it very difficult to
get an accurate absolute distance measurement. The feed was moved up and down in fine
increments from 50 inches to 55 inches. Since the prime focus of the dish was calculated to be
around 52.7 inches, the finest steps were done near that distance. The test cables were made
from 12 foot pieces of new Times LMR-400 Ultraflex and Times type N connectors were
used. The cable lengths were matched to within 0.5 degrees at 1296MHz by trimming while
being measured with a vector network analyzer. The center pins were carefully soldered to
exact depth by using a precision connector test gauge.
All S-parameter measurement were done with a calibrated Agilent 8753ES. A HP cal kit was
used for type N and a Maury cal kit was used for the DIN 7-16. The type N connector on the
test cable going to the feed’s transmit port needed an adapter. The author found a surprising
difference in quality and in accuracy among several adapters tested. Although the Andrews
adapters look well-made, they do not fit the precision German 7-16 connectors easily and
require very hard force to mate them. Perhaps they were intentionally designed that way so
they will have better weather resistance when they are installed in a commercial tower. A
significant amount of money was spent to purchase metrology quality adapters of both sexes
made by Maury, Rosenberger, and Suhner. Each was first characterized and then tested with
the feed. The adapters were de-embedded from the measurments by using the utilities built
into the VNA. The measurement data from the calibrated vector network analyzer was
downloaded directly into Excel on a notebook computer via a GPIB interface bus using a
program from Agilent.

Figure 8 · Feed supported above the dish.
The measurements were impartial and equivalent to a double-blind test because the author
and his assistant, Paul Zander (AA6PZ) were only able to see whether the data was
transferred successfully but were unable to see any plots or comparisons to the simulated data.
All four S-parameters were measured at each distance from the vertex of the dish. The
following plots in Figures 9 and 10 show the measurements of the two ports with the feed at
various distances from the vertex of the dish. The feed ports are 50 ohm coaxial ports; type N
on port 1, and type DIN 7-16 on port 2.

Figure 9 · Measured S11 of the feed with an actual 12 foot dish, placed at various
distances from the vertex.

Figure 10 · Measured S22 of the feed with an actual 12 foot dish, placed at various
distances from the vertex.

Figure 11 and 12 show these same plots with the simulated data superimposed for
comparison.

Figure 11 · Measured S11 of the feed with an actual 12foot dish, placed at various
distances from the vertex, compared with the simulation.

Figure 12 · Measured S22 of the feed with an actual 12 foot dish, placed at various
distances from the vertex, compared with the simulation.

As previously described, in the simulation we used waveguide ports in place of the actual
coaxial ports. Since we are comparing waveguide ports to coaxial ports, the S11 and S22 were
only accurate at the design center frequency of the septum which is 1296 MHz.
In Figures 13 and 14 you will see the comparison of the these same measurement plots with
the data from the feed alone pointed at the open sky. Both ports show that there was minimal
impact on their impedance by the reflections from the dish. Since the match achieved better
than 25 dB return loss at the design center frequency of 1296 MHz, neither transmitters nor
receivers would be affected.

Figure 13 · Measured S11 of the feed with an actual 12 foot dish, placed at various
distances from the vertex, compared with measurement of the feed pointed at open sky.

Figure 14 · Measured S22 of the feed with an actual 12 foot dish, placed at various
distances from the vertex, compared with measurement of the feed pointed at open sky.

6. Effect of the Reflections on the Port–to–port Isolation (S12, S21)
We will now examine the effect of the reflection from the dish on the port to port isolation.
Remember that because we are using circular polarization on 23cm, the sense of the
polarization is reversed when reflected from the dish. This means that RHCP leaving the feed
will become LHCP. Thus when it re-enters the feed, it will go to the opposite port. This is
going to happen regardless of which feed design or shape is used in your station. Figure 15
shows the measured S21 with added simulation results. Figure 16 zooms into the 12951300MHz frequency range. These figures show that small changes in distance have a very
large effect on the isolation. It was not possible to accurately measure the feed to vertex
distance with an accuracy of 0.2 in. The distances were relative and had some margin of error
owing to the flexible measuring tape and distance of the observation (we did not want to walk
on the reflector). The key observation in both simulation and measurement is that isolation
changed a great deal with a change in distance of 0.2 in., especially when near to the location
of the prime focus. The simulation appears to be in good agreement with measured data,
within the accuracy of the feed to dish distance measurements.

Figure 15 · Measured S21 of the feed with an actual 12 foot dish, compared with the
simulation.

Figure 16 · Measured S21 of the feed with an actual 12 foot dish at various distances
from the vertex, compared with the simulation, over a narrow range around the desired
operating frequency.

7. The important conclusions from this are:
•

Using a larger dish especially with a lower f/D will reduce the magnitude of
reflections back into the feed.
• Do not use any form of either RF absorbtive material or a shaped reflector at the apex
of the dish. These will increase the noise temperature of the antenna. This will be
discussed in a separate article.
• Always use a good high isolation relay right at the receive port on the feed. Use a 50
ohm coaxial termination on the relay in the transmit postion. Its power rating should
be sufficient so that it will not overheat. Use a very conservative number such as 15dB
isolation. If you have 1kW transmit power then you could have 32W dissipated in this
load during transmit. Do not consider leaving this port either open or shorted during
transmit because the circularity of the polarization will be affected - increasing
crosspolarization losses. It also can increase the harmonics and IMD of your transmit
signal when the isolation is very low. You also need sufficient isolation from this port
to your LNA’s input during transmit. If you want to have less than -30dBm on the
LNA during transmit, then you will need at least 75dB of isolation. The level of
transmit signal you can tolerate at the LNA is dependent on your LNA design (and
some EME operator’s willingness to frequently replace their burned out LNA) .
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